A Journey Upriver

Click on a number — in the map or the narrative — for a description of that symbol

At open (1) water (2), they had a fire (3) on the sand (4) and stood in the moonlight (5).

Many (6) started on a journey (7). They walked (8) up (9) the river (10). Their way became blocked (11) by a rainstorm (12). They were afraid and had to flee (13). They found safety (14) in a cave (15).

They moved ahead (16). They walked (17) to a rock (18). They lived in a winter lodge (19). Here they ate (20), they slept (21), and they told stories (22) for many (23) days (24) and nights (25).

Their path became crooked (26) as they went up (27) the hill (28). The river (29) was in a deep canyon (30).

They walked (31) to a place where they gathered and lingered (32). It was a water (33) place. They became enlightened (34). They became complete (35).
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